
Remote Operations

SubC’s innovative and cutting-edge cloud-based software and comprehensive hardware technologies 

can combine to unlock a number of remote capabilities:
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ROV VIEW

CLIENT
ROV PILOT

INSPECTOR ✓Get information faster with real-time 
results

Accelerate decision-making and 
instant feedback 

Reduce carbon footprint and 
environmental impact

Improve crew safety

Reduce operational costs and 
reinvest saving in other priorities 

Risk mitigation

Example Scenario:

Traditional inspections

Enhance traditional offshore surveys, inspections, 
maintenance and repair to include onshore 

stakeholders and staff.

Remote ROV and USV piloting

Live video to command and control ROV and USV 
from any shoreside remote operations center 

(ROC), no matter the location. 

Remote inspections, surveys,
maintenance & repairs

Move clients and inspection staff shoreside for your 
inspections, surveys, maintenance and repairs.

Fully remote, cloud-based integration 

Go fully remote with total cloud-based integration 
and all staff onshore.

Benefits of Remote Operations



Why SubC For Remote Operations?

Remote Operations Solutions

team@subcimaging.com  |  www.subcimaging.com  |  +1-709-702-0395

SubC is here to help you plan your next project. 

Our equipment is available for direct purchase or rental. 
To speak with an expert or schedule a demo please contact us.

Real-Time Streaming
Upgrades any camera to stream live low latency 

video synchronized with telemetry data from 
offshore to anywhere in the world. 

Blackbox
Feel secure knowing all your video 
footage and data are recorded and 

backed-up. 

Data Routing
Coming Soon

Plug and play software to transmit your 
vehicle control from onshore to offshore.

Viperfish Camera
Coming Soon

This innovative camera can stream 
live, real-time video to anywhere in the 
world, with no additional hardware or 

software required.

Audio Rooms
Coming Soon

Easily connects distributed teams 
with instant ship to shore audio 

communications.  

Customization
Our team can work to meet your 

company’s custom requirements like 
client white labeling and other special 

features. 

DVR+O 
Featuring SubC Inspector

An all-in-one solution that equips your remote 
camera feed(s) with the power to record, log 

data, blackbox, and fully log inspection eventing. 

Our adaptable, modular, agnostic, and scalable solutions can combine to  meet you where you’re at and 

take your operations in to the future. 

Lowest latency video on the market ensures you can get the job done, just like you were there

Already proven and trusted by offshore industry leaders 

Open API for ease of integration to your existing workflow

One-stop shop with full suite of offerings that are adaptable, modular, agnostic and scalable  

Custom features, like embedding and white labeling 
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